
T3 Glove Box Organizer 

Thank you for purchasing our product! The Fintastic was born out of a 40-year-old 
problem with the T3/Vanagon glove box, which has always been a black hole of random 
items just begging for a solution. 

The Fintastic was created by Darin Sekulic (@westleythewesty) and Damon Butler 
(@nrwstr), Vanagon owners on a mission to solve unique problems with creative 
products. 

DISCLAIMERS 

Due to micro-variations in the shape of all Vanagon glove boxes, some latches may need adjustment after the Fintastic is installed. Simply 
loosen the screws holding the latch and move it towards you. Tighten the screws again and close the glove box. Re-adjust again, if necessary.  

ABS plastic is commonly used for automotive purposes. It is durable and easily machinable. However, due to the manner it is made, shipped 
from its manufacturer and water-jet cut, it may have some minor blemishes on its surfaces and some edges may have burrs from the cutting 
process. These burrs are easily smoothed out with a fingernail or other light scraping tool. This is typical and to be expected. As a result, we are 
unable to accept returns for this reason. Besides, we figure it could be considered a ‘patina’ that matches the interior of your 30+ year old 
plastic glove box! 

INSTALLATION 

To watch a full installation video visit www.gowesty.com and search for “Fintastic”. 

Step 1: Remove/detach glove box 
Remove all items from your glove box. For 1986 and older USA Vanagons the limiting straps must be detached. For 1987 and newer USA 
Vanagons the plastic fins at the top corners must be gently bent inward so they clear the top of the dash and the glove box can then swing out 
and down. You can choose to leave the glove box hinged or remove it completely by rotating it almost to the ground and lining up the tabs on 
the glove box with the slots on the hinge and sliding the glove box to the left. 

Step 2:  Assemble your Fintastic 
The Fintastic was designed to be installed left-biased or right-biased depending on your preference. All instructions below show a left-biased 
install (small openings on the left, large opening on the right). To install the Fintastic on the left side of the glove box, the slot near the edge of 
the rectangular piece should be on the right (Figure 1). To install the Fintastic on the right side of the glove box, the slot near the edge of the 
rectangular piece should be on the left. 

Start assembly by holding the rectangular piece so the open slots face upwards (see Figure 1). The convex (curving outward) edge on the fins 
will face towards the front of the glove box. The two large identical fins slide in from the top into the middle slot and the slot closest to the 
edge. The smaller fin installs in the remaining slot (Figure 2). 

Step 3: Inserting your Fintastic 
The Fintastic is designed to lock into place to prevent shifting or rattling. To install, the front edge of the middle fins must be twisted slightly 
inward towards the latch while it’s pushed into the glove box (Figure 4). Once fully inserted the fins can be twisted back to parallel with each 
other to lock their front tip under the glove box edge (Figure 5). You can now organize your glovebox with ease! 

Figure 1: Inserting large fins Figure 2: Inserting small fin on end Figure 3: Placing in glove box 

Figure 4: Rotating fins and pushing down Figure 5: Straightening fins Figure 6: Installed 


